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A Brief lntroduction 
to Quantum Art 
By Manolo Coro ond John Murphy 

A year and a half ago, an acquain
tance of ours asked us to translate into 
English a manifesto that a group of art
ists and writers had put together. Even 
though these artists come from all over the 
world and work with different kinds of 
materials and techniques, they joined ef
forts to open a space for creation and de
bate that broke away from an artistic para
digm that they considered to be passé, and 
even corrupt. This group of artists, story
tellers, poets, psychologists, photogra
phers, and crafters call themselves the 
Quantum Aesthetics Group, and propose 
a way of doing art and producing litera
ture that has its theoretical basis in quan
tum physics. Although quantum principies 
have already revolutionized physics, these 
artists believe that these ideas should also 
revolutionize artistic and literary produc
tion, for all matter is made out of the same 
subatomic particles that are the focos of 
quantum physics. 

Opposing the rigid and binary logic 
of the past, quantum artists propose un
certainty, fuzziness , and the interpenetra
tion of the opposites as basic to their 
project. Rejecting the tyranny of social 
structures and groups, these activists ad
vocate a liberating process of individua
tion and self-creation. Rather than differ
entiating reality into naturally exclusive 
Jevels, quantum artists believe that these 
levels are intertwined and thus insepa
rable. These three principies of quantum 

art presuppose that the human being is at the 
basis of all knowledge and reality: human 
beings are the creators of their worlds. 

The members of this group apply 
these-albeit not only-principles to their 
work in a very personal and unique man
ner. However, they are in permanent con
tact with and help each other in their cre
ations by sharing discoveries, interesting 
ideas, and artistic paths to explore. Quan
tum artists are also engaged activists 
whose work is born with the responsibil
ity of contributing to the construction of 
a more fair and humane society. 

Gregorio Morales, for example , 
bases his literary work on the integration 
of quantum principies and Jungian psy
chology. With his stories, characters, and 
novels, Morales fights against apathy and 
standardization, and, accordingly, sup
ports self-actualization. For José Gabriel 
Ceballos, the concept of synchronicity 
for him, something akin to a wishful 
chance-opens infinite possibilities with 
respect to exploring the relationships be
tween matter and thought. Francisco Plata 
believes that poets are thieves who steal 
realities because they are capable of in
voking feelings , thoughts, images, and 
worlds with their words. Writing is thus 
the process of extending creation ad in
finitum. The quantum poet, says Plata, 
creates a path for exploring new worlds 
and realities for his/her readers . 

Xaverio, on the other hand , bases his 
most recent work-little beautiful paint
ings with suggestive colors and textures 
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(see the cover page of The Modem-Post)
on the wave-corpuscle duality of light, and 
makes the observer create, recreate, and, in 
general, play with this duality. lndeed, in one 
of Xaverio's installations, "Colores para 
pasear" (Waking colors), the audience 
changes the artwork-color, brightness, 
etc.-by moving around the work. Thus, the 
work of art, and also reality, is a process, a 
world of possibilities, a condition of 
fuzziness that is brought to realization by 
the audience-or the artist, as Andrés 
Monteagudo argues. The only way such a 
fuzzy and fluid situation or field can be 

shown in one moment is through the simul
taneous presentation of the successive mo
ments of existence. Slightly different "rep
etitions" thus become the central theme in 
the work of Monteagudo (see, for example, 
the back cover of the magazine). 

But we have talked enough! Should 
there be any questions or comments, 
please contact us and we will be happy to 
provide you with severa! articles we have 
written, and submitted to various journals, 
about quantum aesthetics. Now let the art
ists express themselves through their 
works and words! 

The Gaze of 
a Rhinoceros 
By Marra Caro 

Thus. there is in aman everything that is nec
essary for making a tree. Thus, there 
is in a tree everything that is necessary for 
making aman. Thus. everything can be found 
in everything else; we only lack a 
Prometheus that gets the extracts 

CyraTUJ de Bergerac 
The Other World 

As an artist, 1 cannot be oblivious to the 
revolutionary tenets of quantum physics and their 
inescapable implications for the arts. After all, 
art is simply another a form of research, a way 
of answering the saroe questions with different 
methodologies. My way of applying scientific 
theories to the arena of art maybe poetic, even 
metaphoric, but this makes my art based on glo
bal principies, rather than on anecdotes; it makes 
my art open to different interpretations and lets 
the audience make their own discourse. 

Quantum physics changes the way in which 
we see and understand everything that surrounds us. 
Specifically, this theory opens up the possibility for 
the existence ct different realities, one foreverybody; 
even an immaterial reality is revealed-and this is a 
saving option for my active mind. Quantum theory 
breaks away from determinist laws and proclairns 
the reernergence ct chance-indeed, God is a great 
dice player. Thus, we humans take back control of 
our lives by choosing the path and the way ct travel
ling, and by being the protagonists of our actions. 

Quantum theory also asserts that everything 
is intertwined: the moon, Filomena (my cat), my 
parsley plant, and me. Thus, 1 aro comforted by the 
knowledge that Nature envelops me, for it is a part 

of me as much as 1 am a part of it 1 aro com
forted by the knowledge that 1 approach Nature 
as muchas 1 aro Nature 's goal. Fas ter than light, 
information travels unfathomable paths without 
being stopped by any vacuum, for vacuurns do 
not exist And 1 aro thankful for this fact, beca use 
1 have always tried to fill the vacuum up with a 
poor, small, and gullible transcendence, while it 
has always been the case that nothingness is fur
nished withlby me and everythingthatmakes me. 

My artwork is engraved on time-as is 
music-for it is full of successive rhythrns, pauses, 
and cadences. My art is more architecture than 
painting, because it modulates a space that is cre
ated; my art inverts space, multiplies it, fills it, 
empties it, opens it up, and closes it down. But, 
similar to painting, it needs color in its pure state, 
that is, it needs light My art is created through a 
series of objects and repetitions of modules in such 
a way that each part works as the completed whole, 
for each one both contains everything and is a unit 
within the unfinished whole. 

Since 1 started my work, 1 have been working 
on just one piece: always the same one. 1 like to think 
ct the totality ct my art as an Aleph garden ct sorts; 
oomething that the human being creates as a home
space; a locale in which Nature is the raw material,and 
where everything is ~tially included and evolves. 
This is why my art is surrounded by everything that 
is-a garden of events from which the only escape is 
to tum off my senses. My goal is to embrace nneday 
my inhabited time and my lived space; to fulfill my 
need to makeAlice a new wortd ct realities outside ct 
the looking glass. fur a looking glass is merely an eye 
that looks at everything before it-as rltinoo do. 
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Quantum Jewelry 
By Joan Ni cola u 

In the Chalcolitic em, the first individu
als with economic power emerge. Their wealth, 
however, is symbolic rather than cumulative. 
The individuals who organize the newly 
achieved, insecure, and unstable social order
based on inequality and institutionalized 
power-need various symbols to let the popu
lation know who has power: jewelry is one of 
these symbols. Later on, once the social sys
tem stabilizes, wealth becomes quantitative 
and cumulative. At Ibis moment, jewelry be
comes the measure of power and social class, 
and continues to perform Ibis function today. 

Sorne types of contempomry jewelry, how
ever, oppose this rendition of jewelry. Social 
change, personal experience, a need for bridg
ing desire and reality, and self -discovery are the 
bases for a new conceptualization of jewelry. 
Quanturn jewelry is part of this new trend. 

Resisting a society that tries to standard
ize people, that bombards its citizens with in
cessant media messages, and constantly tries 
to influence the behaviors of individuals 

Marfa Caro. Untitled. 1999. 

through subliminal messages, contempomry 
jewels support personal individuation and ex
press the identities of their owners. Jewels 
should always reveal the individual and, as such 
challenge the notion of a fixed identity. Al
though jewelry is often used to signify high so
cial status and economic power due to the na
ture of its materials, empbasis now is placed on 
the way in which these materials are mounted, 
not their value. Creativity and aesthetics pre
vail over material worth. Quantum Aesthet
ics announces a shift "from having to beiog.'' 
Now,adays, as well as in the future, people 
should be more interested in exhibiting who 
they are, rather than what they own. Jewels, 
in this way, are neither pretentious accesso
ries nor symbols of high social status. 

The new social order should be based 
on social equality, the eradication of ostenta
tious luxury, authenticity, and legitimacy, and 
aspire to clear, coherent, positive, and progres
sive goals. This modus operandi is becoming 
an altemative way of living for many people. 
In sum, quantum jewelry fosters both commu
nication and individuation. 
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Quantum Aesth 
Group E-mailfesto 

The Quantum Aesthetics Group intends to 
explore the creative avenues open by the most ad
vanced science and psychology, tuming art and lit
erature into a precise knowledge too! capable of in
quiring abouthuman complexity and everything tbat 
surrounds humankind 

Quantum Aesthetics entails the creation of 
both an art and a literature based on the most rev~ 
lutiomuy findings within quantum physics and the 
psychology developed after it In order to irnple
ment such creative principies, the below signers 
constitute a study/work group. The group is bom 
with the conviction that art needs a profound revi
sion, but also with the belief that what we propose 
here is one of the most promising ways for accom
plishing this renovation. To be sure, quantum aes
thetics will necessarily inform the 21" century. 

Sorne of the basic tenets of this new concep
tion of art are as follows: 
1) The placement of mank:ind back into the role of 

active producer of the U ni verse. 
2) The certitude that wo/men are the creators of 

their reality. 
3) The integration of opposites into the whole. 
4) The understanding of matter and soul as two as

pects of the same magma, which can influence 
each other and produce, among other possibili
ties, the so called synchronicities, or significant 
chances. Furthermore, the possibility that mat
ter could be intelligent As Eddington says, the 
universe is constituted of mindful matter. 

S)The beliefthatlife is "individuation."Thatis, life 
is the process whereby every person brings his/ 
her own singularity to the surface. Since every 
individua!edperson necessarily contributes to his/ 
hercommunity, individuation is thusrndically qr 
pooed to individua1ism or egotism. 

6) The conviction thatevery literary and artistic work 
ought to ha ve a holographic essence if it is to be 
in tune with the universe-in which case, the 
smallest part always contains the whole. 

7) Persons ha ve thecapabilityto penetrate the "mor
phogenic fields" (Sheldrake) where the destiny 
ofhumanity and the universe reside. 

8) The quantum aesthetics group has a vital stake 
in the type of civilization and consciousness 
that emerges from the integration of Nature 
and the unconscious. 

9) The understanding of the cosmos as a compact 
fluid in which, as the non-separability theory 
states, everything is interconnected 

1 O) The overcoming of the positivist theory of rela
tivity, since there exists a speed faster than that 
oflightAt least. in the polarization of subatomic 
partí eles, such a speed is possible. 

Everything so far stated constitutes the new 
paradigm we advocate in this manifesto. From this 
paradigm no creative individual, engraved in his/ 
her times, can possibly escape. However, these te
nets are not fixed recipes for the production of a · 
quantum art or a quantum literature. We are con
scious that the way to produce such art and litera
ture has yet to be developed Actually, our interest 
in exploring such a way brought us together as a 
group with the following objectives: 
a) The implementation of the new paradigm to 

the creative field in which each of the mem
bers of the group is in volved: painting, litera
ture, music, film, etc. 

b) A personal investigation of the wide possibilities 
opened by the new conceptualization. 

e) The sharing of all findings that may be reached, 
so that they can lead to new advances and an
swers in other members' works. 

d) The renovation of art and literature. 
e) With this renovation, we intend to foster a more 

humane, just, tolerant. democratic, ecologically 
aware, and interracial society. 

The group is bom with a universal inspira
non; without age, culture, or national lirnitations; 
with democratic respectforany other aesthetics; and 
with the intention of organizing events that might 
help achieve its objectives. 

Granada (Spain). TI"' of February 1999. 

Signed by (in alphabetical order): María Caro 
(painter, Spain), José Gabriel Ceballos (storyteller, 
Argentina), Miguel Ángel Contreras (poet. Spain), 
Juan Antonio Díaz de Rada (psychologist. Spain), 
Miguel A. Diéguez (novelist. Spain), Rosario de 
Goróstegui (poet. Spain), Susanna Major (quan
tum model, Germany), Andrés Monteagudo 
(painter, Spain), Gregorio Morales (novelist. Spain), 
Joan Nicolau (designer, Spain),José Palacios Utrera 
(engineer, Spain), Francisco Plata (poet. Spain), 
Agustín Ruiz deAlmodóvar (sculptor, Spain), Luc 
Schokkelé (physicist, Belgium), Angelina Tomé 
(art historian, Spain), Fernando de Villena (poet 
y novel writer, Spain), Pedro José Vizoso (poet. 
Spain), Xaverio (painter, Spain),Arturo Zamudio 
Barrios (writer, Argentina). 


